The Ethics Center Touches Lives

20,862,543 Web Pageviews Since 2004

People all over the world turn to us for resources on ethical dilemmas in many fields.

185,000 K-12 Students

Our Character Based Literacy Curriculum improves literacy while teaching young people about courage, integrity, and responsibility.

28 Companies

Working with leadership, we help companies infuse ethics throughout organizations, touching more than 1.1 million employees.

45 Cities & Counties

Local officials representing more than 3.3 million citizens explore ethical challenges in government.

70 Faculty Scholars

Santa Clara faculty with an active interest in ethics find interdisciplinary support for their work.

75 Ethics Centers Consulting with Us

Other college and university ethics centers—including global Jesuit centers in the Philippines, Korea, and Switzerland—seek our advice in developing their programs.

67 News Organizations

Media including the Washington Post, BBC, New York Times, El Universal, and the Wall Street Journal, work with our Trust Project to devise tools for addressing the problem of trust in news.

114 Countries

Represented by Students in MOOCs

Massive Open Online Courses bring professionals and students from across the globe into conversation with us about business ethics and campaign ethics.

1200 Attendees

IT, Ethics & Law Series

Tech professionals and members of the Silicon Valley community hear top speakers on new ethical challenges raised by innovations.

204 Health Care Ethics Interns

Students in the internship take a deepened understanding of ethics into their careers in medicine.